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	 The bible is full of repetition. Sometimes, as readers and listeners, we hear a 

familiar echo across various books. And sometimes, even the biblical figures 

themselves must have felt a sense of deja vu. Today’s reading is among the gospel 

accounts of Jesus’s appearance to the disciples after his death and resurrection. It is 

among the stories we have of the disciples’ attempt to regain a sense of normalcy after 

witnessing the death of their teacher and friend — and of Jesus’s familiar presence 

among them as they struggle to make sense of what happened, and what they should 

do next. 


	 In this story, we see Simon Peter hungry to return to normal — or at least hungry 

for something to keep himself and his friends going, even if normal never comes. Still 

numb with grief and disorientation, anything they try to do feels awkward and forced. 

As if to will himself to feel normal again, Simon Peter declares: “I am going fishing” — a 

declaration that, in his former life, before he met Jesus, would have been almost 

nonsensical, for fishing was his daily work. And the others, who also used to spend 

day-in, day-out, on a fishing boat, offer their stilted reply: “We will go with you.” So the 

group sets off, but though they are out on the water for hours, they catch nothing. Was 

it always this hard? They wonder to themselves, afraid to admit that perhaps they have 

forgotten the difficulties of their former lives. Did it used to be like this? Had this ever 

happened before? 


	 Indeed, it had. Simon Peter had, in fact, spent all night fishing with nothing to 

show for his labor before — but his empty nets alone were not enough to jog his 



memory. It wasn’t until a voice called out from the shore that things started to feel 

familiar again, that his muscle memory kicked in, and he once again felt at home on the 

water. 


	 Do you have any fish? The voice called. No, he yelled back. Cast your nets on 

the right side of the boat! When they did, their net filled up with fish, so many that they 

could not haul it in. With this sign, the beloved disciple recognized the stranger on the 

shore - it is the Lord! 


	 Perhaps with this declaration, the memory of the first time Jesus directed their 

fishing would have come flooding back. Perhaps as he jumped into the water to swim 

to shore, Simon Peter would have remembered that, years ago, he had spent the whole 

night on the boat without catching anything, and that when he was weary and ready to 

call it quits, Jesus had told him where to cast his nets — and when he did, he could not 

haul them in, they were so full of fish. 


	 I wonder if Simon Peter only remembered the fish, or if he remembered the 

conversation he had with Jesus too. I wonder if he remembered his skepticism, 

pushing back on Jesus’s encouragement to try again, complaining that they had tried 

again — all night long! I wonder if he remembered that when the boat began to sink 

and the net began to tear, that he begged Jesus to leave — so fearful he had been of 

what the tremendous catch could mean. Frantically swimming to shore, hungry to once 

again encounter his teacher and friend, I wonder if Simon Peter remembered that the 

day the net broke was the day that he began following Jesus. I wonder if he realized 

that part of why he felt so awkward casting his nets back into the water was because 

he hadn’t done it since Jesus transformed his life. 




	 When the disciples reach Jesus on the shore, soggy and dragging a net full of 

153 fish, they are just as hungry for the warmth of his presence as they are to dry their 

clothes by the fire. They are just as hungry for the meal of freshly-caught fish as they 

are for the feeling of safety from Jesus’s invitation — the sense that he has reeled them 

in. They are just as hungry for the loaf of bread he offers as they are to be in the 

presence of the risen one. 


	 There is very little about this story that is unique. The gospels are full of 

accounts of Jesus sharing a meal with people, friends and strangers alike. This story 

does not stand out among the resurrection appearances, for the risen Christ frequently 

makes himself known in the breaking of bread and the sharing of food. And this story 

resonates with experiences from our own lives, where food is just as nourishing to our 

bodies as the people we share it with are to our spirits. 


	 I do not think that the frequency of eating in the gospels is an accident. Again 

and again, we see Jesus sharing a meal, and food miraculously showing up when it 

seemed there was none, because, again and again, we need to eat. Over and over, 

people need food when there won’t be enough. Again and again, we need sustenance 

for our bodies and for our souls — especially when we are weary and can’t seem to 

catch a break. 


	 The frequency of eating in the gospels is a reminder of the human creatures God 

created us to be. The fact that food shows up — in our sacred stories, and in our daily 

lives — again and again is a reminder of our precious human vulnerabilities. Food 

reminds us that we need to take care of ourselves and one another. The theologian 

Angel Méndez Montoya says that “Humans are hungry beings, for without eating, we 



die of starvation. But hunger is also a reflection of ethics and politics, for it involves 

power relations, and the sharing (or the lack of sharing) of God’s gift.” For Méndez 

Montoya, food appears over and over in the gospels because it is a sign of Jesus’s 

political vision. In his life among us, Jesus gives us a taste of the Kingdom of God — a 

taste of the world where no one is hungry; a taste of the world where no one is kept 

from the table. 


	 That day when the nets broke, Jesus needed to do something dramatic to 

capture Simon Peter’s attention: don’t worry about repairing your nets, you won’t need 

them anymore. You’re with me now, and we fish for people. Simon Peter and the other 

disciples would spend years following Jesus around, struggling to keep up with his 

logic. Wait, we’re going to feed them too? We’re going to let them come to our table? 

We’re going to share what little we have with all of these people? Simon Peter and the 

others get a bad rap — but it’s hardly their fault that Jesus’s reasoning was so hard for 

them to follow. Letting anyone and everyone come to your party is not the way the 

world works. Sharing your precious resources is not the way to get rich. 


	 But by the time that Simon Peter and the others were launching themselves over 

the side of the boat to swim to shore, they had had a taste of being excluded. When 

Jesus was on the cross, they knew how bad public scorn tastes. When they locked 

themselves in the house after his death, they knew how bad scarcity and fear tastes. 

By the time Simon Peter and the others were swimming to shore, they weren’t just 

hungry for a good meal or to see their friend again — they were hungry for the 

Kingdom. They were hungry to once again make something out of nothing; they were 



hungry to once again provide abundant offerings to people who expected to walk away 

empty. 


	 I do not know if Jesus and the disciples were the only ones on the shore that 

morning, or if there were others — strangers — there too. But what I do know is that 

they hauled in 153 large fish, in addition to what Jesus had already prepared — far too 

much food for just them. 


	 I recently acquired a large, beautiful dutch oven. It’s comically big for just the 

three people in my household. It begs to cook the kinds of soups and stews that will 

feed a crowd — but of course, as promising as the continued vaccine rollout is, I’m not 

having a crowd of people over to my house to enjoy a bowl of soup. Every day, I see 

that large, beautiful pot and feel hungry: hungry for the physical presence of friends I 

haven’t seen in ages; hungry to show my love by preparing a meal for others; hungry to 

be nourished by those dear ones’ company. 


	 I do not know what the disciples did with those 153 fish. But I do know that it 

was because of their hunger that they had something to share. It was because of 

Simon Peter’s hunger for something familiar that he set off to fish, and it was because 

of the other disciples’ hunger for companionship that they joined him. It was because 

of their hunger for faith that they decided to trust the stranger on the shore. It was 

because of their hunger to have their spirits restored that they recognized the stranger 

as their beloved Jesus. And maybe, it was their hunger for the Kingdom of God that 

filled their nets with 153 fish. 


